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Grosvenor Gallery is proud to present its forthcoming exhibition, Olivia Fraser:
Miniatures, opening on 1st November 2012. The exhibition will coincide with Asian Art
in London week.
Olivia Fraser (born 1965, London) earned an MA in Modern Languages from Oxford
University before studying at Wimbledon Art College and moving to India in 1989. Initially,
her work produced in India followed a program of Western watercolour painting,
specialising in architectural rendering and depictions of everyday life. These depictions
were inspired by the Company School style of painting, and, in particular, from ‘The Fraser
Album’, the masterpiece of late Mughal and Company School miniatures, compiled by her
kinsmen William and James Fraser in India the early 19th century.
Part of what roots Fraser’s technique in the school of traditional Rajasthani miniature
painting is her use of stone pigments, handmade paper and natural brushes. Her
knowledge of the art was learnt during years of apprenticeship with Ustad (master) Ajay
Sharma in Jaipur, under whose tutelage Fraser learnt how to grind and mix pigment as
well as make wasli paper. Sharma also taught her the benefits of using natural, locally
sourced products as pigments- “I would spend hours listening to him as he managed his
studio, a microcosm of the world outside, channelling it into his work, relating how he used
a certain sap from a particular tree outside his front door, or chalk from the cliffs around
Jaipur, local flower petals or soot from an oil lamp.”
Over the years Fraser has mastered the technique and now employs the skills learned in
Jaipur and Delhi in her delicate and elaborate paintings that draw heavily on Hindu
religious mysticism and cosmological iconography. Having been especially
influenced by Nathdwara pichwai painting in recent years, Fraser has been exploring its
visual language, in the process creating one that seeks to convey the very essence of the
Rajasthani miniature tradition in a reductive and monochromatic fashion.
"I'm essentially using an Indian vocabulary. I started off as a linguist and approach my
paintings in a similar way. There is a certain meditative quality in the process of miniature
painting, which is reflected in my subject matter," says Fraser.
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Image 1: 7 Oceans, 7 Continents | 2011 | Pigment, Arabic gum, gold leaf on Sanganer handmade paper | 18.5 x18.5 in
Image 2: Holy Cows | 2007 | Pigment on Sanganer handmade paper | 8.5 x 12.5 in
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FOR ALL PRESS INQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:
Grosvenor Gallery, 21 Ryder Street, London, SW1Y 6PX, T: +44 (0)20 7484 7979 F: +44 (0)20 7484 7980 E:
art@grosvenorgallery.com W: www.grosvenorvadehra.com
Gallery Hours:
Mon – Fri 9:30am – 5:30pm
Saturdays during exhibitions 12-4pm (Please call the gallery for confirmation)
Sundays Closed
Getting Here:
By Tube : Green Park (Piccadilly, Victoria and Jubilee lines) or 10 min walk from St James (District and Circle lines)
By bus: 8, 9, 14, 19, 22, 38
By car: Restricted meter parking

